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ARE YOU ALONE?
Genesis 2:18 says it is not good to be alone. One of the tactics of the enemy of our soul is to
isolate us from the people around us, and then destroy us through his lies. Ephesians 4:25
tells us that believers are all members of the same body. That means we are designed by God
to be dependent on each other just as the parts of our physical body are dependent on each
other to function properly. As parts of the same body James 5:16 tells us to confess our faults
to one another and pray for each other so we may be healed. All of us struggle in our walk
with the Lord at times. There are things we can’t seem to overcome or get victory over on our
own no matter how much we pray. We all need a mature brother or sister in The Lord we can
trust to share our struggles with so we can agree in prayer and find victory. 1 st John 1:9 tells
us that, when we confess, God will forgive us and remove the things the enemy is using to
bring us down. When we don’t confess, we end up isolated from God and other members of
His body, even those closest to us. We feel alone in our walk with The Lord, and long for the
fellowship with God and others only confession can bring. The enemy often uses this to bring
defeat and failure. The key to victory is to never be alone. Seek God for a relationship with a
mature brother or sister you can confess to, and deal with the things you find yourself
struggling with. If you do this, you will never be alone.
BASIC QUESTION: God’s question to you is, do you struggle in your walk with The Lord? Do
you have someone you can pray with so you can overcome?
If you would like to know more about how to establish a relationship with a mature believer you can
pray with, please contact me.
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